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One undying passion which is common for all individuals is the music. This may be owing to its
infinite variations and incredible innovations every day. The perfect excellence in the music can be
achieved with the learning of music theory. The theory helps in examining the way of perception of
music. One can identify the language and notations of music with this theory. The fundamental
parameters of the music- rhythm, harmony, melody, form, texture, structure etc. can be perfectly
distilled and analyzed through the music theory.

Learning music theory is essential just not to compose it beautifully but also to perform and enjoy
the music at its best. Music theory lessons do not make someone to abide by rules while creating
music but it helps him to create it with absolute perfection. The music industry has some great
people excelling their careers in music. These may be writers, composers, performers, singers,
instrument players etc. To create an impact on the listeners and audiences, it becomes essential for
them to upgrade their musical skills which is helped by the theory. Turning down the common belief
that music theory knowledge is required just by the composer, now the performer, writers and even
listeners are taking these music theory lessons.

Music theory lessons also include some other trainings like music ear training, sight reading etc.

It is a true fact that music existed even before the development of music theory. Actually, the
notations and the chords were developed just to share music down the generations, and
geographically across the world. With the music notations and other elements, the music got its
written form. Now, this written way has become the means of learning music. Grabbing this
opportunity, music teachers, music learned, music scholars and some passionate music lovers now
have made internet as the common meeting place to learn and share music easily and efficiently.

The web world has helped the music aficionados, music admirers and music aspirants with
enormous opportunities to learn music online. Music theory lessons are a perfect way to learn the
fundamentals and elements of music in the comforts of your room. Depending upon your choices,
you can pick from video or audio lessons. The websites on the internet are a cost effective and
comfortable way to learn music for those who lag behind due to the lack of guidance and inability to
afford a music teacher. On the internet, you will get access to thousands of lesson from the
professionals which covers topics like intervals, chords, progressions, rhythms, modes, scales &
melodies.

The online music theory lessons provide theoretical as well as practical training. On some websites,
you will find this training as absolutely free while others may charge you subscription fee or training
fees. Music lessons acts as a tool which takes you to past and understand music then. With this,
they can use those learnings as a springboard for their creativity to give beautiful compositions in
the present.

The online lessons also provide music ear training. It basically refers to the induction of aural skills
which helps you identify the music notations through the ear rather than reading them. The ear
training includes teaching the perception of relative pitch and absolute pitch.

Music theory gives you deep rooted knowledge of music so that you can pick the best notes and
chords to create a classic piece to be treasured forever.
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